
 Can you touch your toes?

 Maybe that's quite easy for you, maybe it's

a stretch, maybe you can get half way?

Whatever it is that is where you are at the

moment. You start where you are. If you

were to reach down towards your toes

every day it would gradually get easier and

you would get further. If you're currently

half way there, aiming to have your hands

flat on the floor in a week would be too

much. But in a week you could achieve a

deeper stretch- a few more centimetres.

The mistake we often make when we start

a new year is to ask too much of ourselves-

set goals that equate to touching the floor

in a week -and then become discouraged

and give up when we don't meet our own

stringent standards. After the immensely

challenging 12 months we have just

experienced this is not a time to add to our

stress. Instead why not choose to be kind

to yourself and stretch gently.

As a Coach I spend a lot of my time

helping people identify personal and

professional goals and create the mindset,

supportive beliefs and emotional resilience

they need to achieve them. My advice for

2021 is be gentle and keep it simple. I

recommend setting 3 gentle stretch goals

for the next 3 months. Why 3?

3 is a manageable little number and the

brain deals more effectively with things in

smaller chunks. 3 months is around 90

days which is long enough to achieve

substantial change and thought to be the

optimum time period to embed new

behaviour. It is also short enough to create

motivation and focus and discourage

procrastination.

 Plan using the power of The Rule of Three.

3 months with 3 goals, working on 3 things

a day and with 3 people to support you.We

all need support from others. That support

has different aspects which it is hard for

just one person to give you. Imagine

creating a support triangle. Identify three

areas where you would like support then

match these areas with people you

know/look for the people you would like

help from. Maybe you could be part of their

support triangle in return? 

Want some help with creating your goals

and planning to achieve them? 

Why not give me a call? 

jenni@jennihallam.co.uk

07702 348362

A  G E N T L E  S T R E T C H
A N D  T H E  R U L E  O F  T H R E E   



 Coaching with Jenni gave me courage and

empowered me to overcome my mental blocks

Jenni's insight helped me see things in perspective

and  brought my business dream into reality.
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Jenni Hallam is a

highly experienced

Personal Coach

qualified in NLP,

CBT, Hypnotherapy

Life and Business

Coaching

Book your free 30

minute call today 

Discover how Jenni

can help you to

thrive in lockdown

and beyond 

 

Feeling stressed, fed up, stuck, unsure about your future?
Unhappy in your current job? Going through life changes?
Redundancy? Divorce? Starting a new job or business?
Lost your confidence? Struggling with self-esteem?
Want to realise a dream but getting in your own way? 
There are so many situations where coaching can help   


